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a longer, pragmatic view on china
Recent market corrections have made headlines. We, however, continue to focus on
strong fundamentals and the benefits of ongoing reforms

Mansfield Mok
New Capital, EFG Asset Management

New Capital is a specialist investment house
and brand of EFG Asset Management, the
investment arm of private banking group EFG
International. New Capital has developed a
reputation for its high conviction approach to
equity investing, including its New Capital
China Equity fund run by Mansfield Mok.
Mansfield Mok is not a typical Chinese
stock investor. He prefers to hold a
concentrated portfolio of around some 30
stocks, with a top ten that looks very different
to that of the benchmark and a greater
number of off-index names. Unlike the fickle,
sentiment-driven masses, his investment
rationale is more measured; stocks are held
for up to a year, not just for a few months, for
the quality of their business models and their
prospects for growth.
‘80% of market activity is short-term trading
and performance-based funds. I concentrate
on the other 20% to capture the long-term
potential in growth companies whose growth
potential is not yet priced into their
valuations,’ says Mok.
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Investors looking for a classic big brand
name portfolio could be disappointed. New
Capital China Equity currently holds no China
Mobile, nor social network giant Tencent.
Search engine firm Baidu is missing too; Mok
thinks their valuations are too high.
‘The Baidu ADR is listed in the US, but
recent disappointing results triggered a one
day 15% drop. It needs acquisitions to keep
growth going,’ he says.
Tencent is also expensive on a P/E of
around 30x and a price-to-book of 10x, yet
many investors see it as a safe haven, given
the company’s size. Mok disagrees and feels
the business model has little upside potential.
He would rather invest in the logistics firms
that are thriving as the internet giants spend
significant sums on infrastructure development.

‘Good cheap stocks are
now cheaper. They will
catch up extremely well’
Growth is also constrained at China Mobile.
Instead, China Unicom and China Telecom –
both 5% fund positions – offer far more
growth. Mok admits that such smaller stocks
and particularly those that are off-index tend
to face greater pressure when markets
correct, yet thinks they offer better potential
over longer time periods. Index investors have
to hold on to big names to the last minute, but
are often slower and more cautious about
returning. So it is the smaller names, that
active managers like, that bounce back faster
just as they did in early July 2015.
‘The price pressure is purely technical, it is
not based on fundamentals. That is exactly
the right time to buy and hold,’ he says.
New China Life is a recent edition for that

reason, offering a far cheaper substitute for
the likes of Ping An that trade at premiums.
31, 2015
GovernmentJuly
policies
to encourage greater
insurance coverage will underpin growth. As
with all his holdings, New China Life is priced
under its intrinsic value. A strong believer in
mean-reversion, he expects his stock prices to
rise over a 9-12 month horizon as other
investors begin to appreciate the strength of
their business models.
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Mok believes the government’s intervention
has helped shore up the market. Short-term
suspensions and the temporary halt in initial
public offerings dampened supply and
supported demand. Around 50% of all
A-shares were suspended at one point,
causing significant problems for all investors,
including exchange-traded index trackers.
Many were forced to sell their Hong Konglisted H-shares to match redemption requests.
The percentage of suspended stocks
continues to drop and is already well below
20%. Mok thinks market functions will be
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restored when most suspended companies
resume trading in the last quarter of this year.
Efforts to boost banking system liquidity
have also avoided a far larger shock. Reducing
the required reserve ratio at banks and
introducing other stimulus measures will help
manage the impact on the wider financial
system as the country also attempts to open
up to global finance.
Mok sees similarities in the actions taken
in China to those of the Federal Reserve in
1987 and in Hong Kong in 1998. He is
particularly pleased with efforts to deleverage
the market and remove systemic risks from
equity investing. The outstanding balance of
margin financing reduced from RMB2.27
trillion to RMB1.29 trillion, the level of
mid-March when the A-share market took off.
While the market adjusts to the
interventions, Mok expects A-shares to trade
within wide ranges, with some investor
support at lower levels then leading to exits
as prices rise. Improved earnings and
valuations should convene in early 2016,
leading to A-shares resuming their upward
path as investor confidence returns.
‘We will see a lot of range trading in the
A-share market for the next 6-12 months, with
little momentum. Eventually, investors will look
at fundamentals, but not until the fourth
quarter when the market intervention ends and
stock market functions. Many international
investors are now sitting on the side lines until
they feel comfortable,’ says Mok.
Those global investors were underweight
China before the correction and many are even
less exposed now. But as Mok points out, they
would not have lost money if they were not in
the market and therefore had nothing to sell.
This is a good moment for them to reconsider
and gain a foothold in the Chinese equity
market. Good corporate earnings reporting
should encourage old hands back in and
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is removed, investors will focus on valuation
teams being incentivised for profit and the
once more. Recent events are nothing new,
good of shareholders, as industries
they are just part of the cycle,’ says Mok.
consolidate and production capacity is
For now, the New Capital China Equity fund
rationalised. Reform should mark the return of
remains focused on non-bank financials,
pricing power, and subsequently boost margins
industrials and State-owned enterprise
and profitability. Separate reforms in
reform candidates.
financials, telecoms, healthcare and
newcomers to test the water.
There are plenty of other re-rating catalysts
on the horizon. China’s A-shares are set for
inclusion in FTSE and MSCI global indices,
meaning that big institutional investors will
have to hold Chinese stocks in their portfolios.
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by the EFG group and the worldwide subsidiaries and affiliates within the EFG group. EFG Asset Management (UK) Limited is authorised and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority, registered
no.7389746. Registered address: EFG Asset Management (UK) Limited, Leconfield House, Curzon Street, London W1J 5JB, United Kingdom, telephone +44 (0)20 7491 9111. The funds are not approved,
authorized or recognized by the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission or the Monetary Authority of Singapore and accordingly, the units in the Funds are not offered to the retail public. The value
of investments can go down as well as up and investors may get back less than they invest. Issued by EFG Asset Management. EFG Asset Management (HK) Limited is licensed by the Hong Kong Securities
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does not constitute and shall not be construed as a prospectus, advertisement, public offering or placement of, nor a recommendation to buy, sell, hold or solicit, any investment or other financial
instrument, securities, other product or service. It is not intended to be a final representation of the terms and conditions of any investment or other financial instrument, securities, other product or service.
This document is for general information only and is not intended as investment advice or any other specific recommendation as to any particular course of action or inaction. The information in this
document does not take into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of the recipient. You should seek your own professional advice suitable to your particular
circumstances prior to making any investment or if you are in doubt as to the information in this document.
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